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The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately
so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.

Goals
• Review key CTA provisions
• Present Site and Sponsor perspectives
• Discuss negotiation best practices
• Give practical, not theoretical, advice
• Address impact of COVID-19
• Answer your questions
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Agenda
• Background
• Key CTA Provisions
• Best Practices for Effective Negotiation
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Background – What, Why, Who?
What Are Clinical Trial Agreements?
• Contracts – legally enforceable

Why Do We Need Them?
• Practical reasons – educate the parties, working document
• Legal reasons – privity of contract

Who Needs Them?
•
•
•
•

Sponsors
Sites
Investigators
CROs
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Background – CTA types
•

Specific CTA Types
•

•
•

•

Industry-Sponsored CTAs
• Study specific CTA vs. Master CTA with Addendum for each study
Investigator-Sponsored CTA
CRADAs – government agency and industry

We will discuss industry-Sponsored studies
•
•

Variations depend on parties involved, research phase, type of research, entity
preferences and site structure
COVID-19 vs. non-COVID-19 studies: For COVID-19, be sure to track the protective
language and requirements of Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness (PREP) Act
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Goals to Balance
•

Sponsor
- Data rights
- Risk mitigation
- Protect IP
- Follow timelines
- Submit to FDA

•

Site
• Publication
• Protect PHI
• Risk mitigation
• Budget

•

Investigator
• Access to cutting edge medical
technology
• Publication
• Prestige
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KEY CTA PROVISIONS
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Proper Contracting Parties
• There are multiple entities that could be parties:
• One Sponsor side: Sponsor and/or CRO
• Consider tax implications
• On site side: research institution, university, hospital, medical practice, clinic or
other treatment facility, SMO and/or PI
• Check employment contracts with staff
• Check contracts with affiliates

• All entities listed as parties must sign the contract
• Payee should be signatory
• Varied site structures means drafting CTA so that site takes responsibility for
its team
• COVID-19 – if study shifts to satellites or clinics, are they part of the site
signatory?
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Proper Contracting Parties – Why care?
• Data access – HIPAA and source data verification
• Risk minimization
• Indemnity
• Limitation of liability
• Insurance

• Protection of assets
• Intellectual property assignment
• Confidentiality
• Publication

• Conflicts of interest, appearance of bias in light of other relationships
• Ability to flow down obligations to entire team
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Laws and Regulations
• FDA regulates conduct of studies of drugs, devices and biologics
• 21 CFR 312, 812, 50, 54, 56, 11, guidances
• COVID-19: CDC guidelines. Anything else?
• Personal injury and products liabilities laws apply to injured subjects and consumers
• HIPAA and state law govern use and disclosure of protected health information
• Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits the exchange (or offer to exchange) of anything of
value in order to induce referrals, purchases, prescriptions, or recommendations
• False Claims Act prohibits submission (or causing the submission) of false or
fraudulent claims to payors
• Foreign Corrupt Practices Act applies anti-kickback principles to international trials
• Sunshine Act requires disclosure of payments and other transfers of value to covered
recipients
• Business Asset protection requires attention to confidentiality, intellectual property
and publication rights; financial obligations including budget and subject injury
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Laws and Regulations
• CTA
• Site must comply with 21 CFR 312 (drug), 812 (device), 50 (informed consent), 54
(financial disclosure), 56 (IRB), 11 (electronic records and signatures) and FDA
guidances
• Site must comply with federal, state and local laws and regulations governing the
privacy, confidentiality and security of personal medical or health information, and
medical and personal information – includes and goes beyond HIPAA
• Financial transparency – Sunshine Act
• Prior to enrollment of the first subject in the Study, Sponsor must register the Study
on www.clinicaltrials.gov
• Sponsor report safety issues and notify site of significant new findings that may
impact subject’s willingness to continue participation

• CTA budget:
• Anti-kickback statute
• False Claims Act

• Best practices: check CTA and budget for consistency with informed consent and
HIPAA authorization
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Compensation
• Include provisions specifying what, how, and under what conditions Site will
be compensated
• Compensation for IRB?
• Administrative costs (start-up fees; record retention)
• Payment dispute resolution provisions
• Issues/Concerns:
• Fair market value
• Payment when CRO is contracting party
• Considering non-profit/tax exempt status

• Include correct payee information (e.g., W-9 entity name, address, and tax
ID number)
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Data Rights
• Sponsor’s use of study data, including for future purposes
• Site’s ability to utilize study data for non-commercial purposes
• Non-exclusive, royalty free license (NERF)

• Ensure consistency between CTA language and informed
consent/HIPAA authorization
• Clearly distinguish study data from Site’s source documents and
clarify ownership
• Research notebooks and related documentation
• Subject’s medical records, to the extent not required under the protocol
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Intellectual Property Rights
• Assess the type of intellectual property that may result from the trial
(likelihood of invention may depend on phase of trial or type of
research)
• Establish ownership rights
• Sponsor initiated vs. investigator-initiated trial

• Address pre-existing technology
• Consider whether carve-outs are appropriate for certain
developments/clinical know-how unrelated to the protocol,
depending on nature of parties’ relationship
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Publication
• Timelines for publication
• Coordination for multi-site trials
• Caps on delays?

• Sponsor review and comment period
• Who retains ultimate authority over content?
• Removing confidential information

• Protecting subject information in publications
• Use of publications and presentations for future purposes
• Sponsor’s interests vs. Site’s interests
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Confidentiality
• Upfront CDA vs. CTA confidentiality provisions
• Are they consistent?

• Confidentiality vs. data subject privacy protections
• Defining the scope of confidential information
• Exceptions vs. carve-outs to confidential information
• Addressing study data (provisions for publication)
• Flow-down of confidentiality provisions (research personnel,
subcontractors)
• Survival of confidentiality provisions
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Record Retention
• Establish reasonable timelines and expectations
• Removal/destruction of study records
• Cost/expense associated with retention and removal/destruction
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Force Majeure
• When is it necessary?
• Consider alternatives under state law (i.e., frustration of purpose and
impracticability

• Defining the scope
• Notification force majeure event
• Will a force majeure event constitute a breach?
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Monitoring, Audit and Inspection – General
• Two categories of data – trial data and reports per protocol (e.g., CRFs); and
source documentation (e.g., x-ray, CT scan, blood work)
• Physical scope of Sponsor’s monitoring, inspection rights, source data
verification
• Where is data stored?
• Where does trial take place? Procedures and follow-up in different locations?

• Signatory and flow down language impact on Sponsor access
•
•
•
•

Wrong entities sign
Flow down clauses insufficient
Co-investigators at different practice than principal investigator
COVID-19: can the Sponsor monitor and audit the satellites and clinics, or are
they separate legal entities from the signatory?

• Sponsor and its representatives
• Site completes case report forms (CRFs), often directly into Sponsor’s EDC
system
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Monitoring and Audit
• Site provides Sponsor and its representatives with access to facilities
and records to monitor, inspect and copy trial data, source records,
signed HIPAA authorizations and informed consent forms during
normal business hours
• Source data review and source data verification
• During study and through document retention period
• Access to site EHR system – pre-COVID-19 (e.g. monitor sits with
study coordinator) and now (remote monitoring)
• Bake remote monitoring language into CTA, including impact on costs

• Site limitations regarding PHI review and removal
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Monitoring and Audit - HIPAA
• HIPAA authorization for use and disclosure protected health information
must be signed by each study subject or legally authorized representative
• CTA should describe data access and use rights for Sponsor and its
representatives

• Helps ensure consistency between CTA, on one hand, and HIPAA authorization
and informed consent on the other
• Sites: we provide only de-identified data to Sponsors
• Sponsors: dates of service are PHI https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/forprofessionals/privacy/special-topics/de-identification/index.html
• Sponsors must receive access to protected health information. This is a very
common misconception for both sides.
• Sponsor MUST carefully review HIPAA authorization & associated informed
consent language

• Sites typically require Sponsor to comply with HIPAA authorization and
informed consent
• COVID-19: do CTA and HIPAA authorization permit or impede remote
monitoring?
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Agency Inspection
• Site notifies Sponsor immediately and cooperates with Sponsor on
inspection or other action related to the study by FDA or other
governmental or regulatory authority
• Allow Sponsor to be present at the inspection

• Some sites will not permit this or will allow Sponsor to be on-site but in
another location

• Provide Sponsor copies of documents provided to or received from the FDA
or other government or regulatory agency, or generated pursuant to any
audit or inspection
• Sponsor review and comment on Form FDA-483 Notice of Observations,
receive final copy before sent to FDA
• FDA/Regulatory authority access during and after trial
• Site concerns: inspection relating to the study; if not legally prohibited;
Sponsor review not interfere with deadlines
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Risk Mitigation - Overview
• Indemnification
• Subject injury
• Limitation of liability
• Insurance
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Risk Mitigation – Indemnification by Sponsor
• Scope
• Limit to third party claims
• Of subject injury or death
• Increasingly common: use of data, study results (is this an IP infringement
indemnity?), commercialization indemnity
• Coverage of study subjects vs. consumers

• Causes of injury
• Investigational product
• Protocol – “but for” procedures, maybe
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Risk Mitigation – Carve-outs from Sponsor
Indemnification
• Carve-outs
Cover entire site team
Failure to follow applicable laws, regulations, etc.
Failure to follow protocol
Negligence or willful misconduct
Natural progression of disease, concomitant conditions that may arise,
standard of care, third party products, events expected using currently
approved therapies
• Subjects not follow instructions
• COVID-19…bacteria, viruses, pandemics, epidemics, failure to follow CDC
guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
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Risk Mitigation – Indemnification by Site
• Indemnify for carve-outs
• Indemnify for counterpart of commercialization indemnity: use of
study data and results
• Google-Ascension deal

• Exceptions:

• Public universities sometimes cannot indemnify, but still can be responsible
for negligence
• Large private universities may not indemnify

• If site will not indemnify, carve-outs from Sponsor’s indemnification
obligations should still be retained
• Conditions of indemnification
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Risk Mitigation – Subject Injury
• Sponsor’s obligation to pay for medical expenses for treatment of
injury to trial subjects that are caused by the investigational product
• Mirror injury language and carve-outs in indemnification clause
•
•
•
•
•

Physical injury vs. illness vs. mental/emotional – Sponsor to confirm coverage with insurer
Causation: investigational product
“but for” procedures under the protocol
Carve-outs from above
COVID-19 illness and complications – overly broad scope could arguably encompass this
even though proof would be very difficult

• Emergency vs. long term care
• Treatment provided by other institutions
• Will site bill insurance first?
• Cap on rate vs. chargemaster
• Sponsor’s medical expense/no fault policy
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Risk Mitigation – Subject Injury
• For research involving more than minimal risk, the informed consent must
discuss the availability of compensation and treatments for research-related
injuries, and must inform subjects of any additional costs that may result from
participating in the study. 21 CFR 50.25
• Submission to insurance – private/commercial vs. Medicare/government
• In general, Medicare is secondary to other insurers
• Does Sponsor’s “promise to pay” for study-related injuries if insurance doesn’t
cover make Sponsor a primary payer? Debate became heated with the “Walters
letter” of 2004
• If Sponsor pays for subject injury treatment costs for Medicare beneficiary,
Sponsor must self-report to CMS as a liability insurer pursuant to Section 111 of
MMSEA
• CTA require site cooperation
• Address in HIPAA authorization
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Risk Mitigation – Subject Injury, CTA & ICF
• Subject injury section of CTA must be consistent with informed consent form:
• Best practices for ICF:
• Check ICF to ensure it does not expand scope of Sponsor’s liability exposure and
includes appropriate carve-outs that are not exculpatory
• Disclose potential costs to subject, including insurance copays, deductibles or no
coverage
• COVID-19 implications – risk of exposure when visiting study site

• ICF should follow FDA guidance on exculpatory language in informed consent
• Draft guidance August 2011 https://www.fda.gov/media/81521/download
• Draft guidance on IC July 2014 https://www.fda.gov/media/88915/download

• IRB policy – copays, deductibles, lifetime limits
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Risk Mitigation - Insurance
• Site often represents that it carries specified general liability and
malpractice insurance and that insurance covers the Study
• Sponsor often represents that it carries general liability, product
liability insurance or clinical trials insurance, and medical expense
insurance for subject injuries
• COVID-19: policies have not been tested this way

• Cyber or digital health insurance is not common but is becoming
increasingly common
• COVID-19 remote monitoring risks may spur increased coverage
requirements
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Risk Mitigation - Insurance
• Insurance must cover clinical trials
• Site or investigator malpractice insurance may not cover clinical trials

• Obtain proof of insurance
• Additional evidence of self-insurance (e.g. audited financial statement)
• Certificate of insurance - not legally binding proof but is what most Sponsors rely on

• Insurance for investigators and rest of site “team”
• Revisit CTA signatory/responsibility – site insurance should cover
entire team and facilities
• Confirm types and levels with insurer
• Dollar amounts
• Public university limits required by state law
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Risk Mitigation - Insurance
• Indemnification obligation meaningful only if party can make good on
it by having adequate assets and insurance
• Sponsors should confirm insurance – smaller sites vs. larger sites

• Contracting party impact
• Sovereign immunity for public research institutions
• Tort liability caps for public institutions and nonprofits
• Joint and several liability – most states have some sort of reform, but it
varies by state
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Risk Mitigation – Limitation of Liability
• Two elements
• Mutual exclusion of indirect and consequential damages (e.g. lost profits)
• Cap on Sponsor’s direct damages

• Carve-outs
•
•
•
•

Confidentiality
Intellectual property
HIPAA
COVID-19 – data security

• Effective only against signatories, not outside parties
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Use of Names
• Prohibit or limit use of the other party’s names and logos without
permission
• Site often prefers to prohibit all use without prior consent except for
legally required disclosures
• Sponsor needs right to indicate institution’s and investigators’
involvement in the study – web site, regulatory filings, publications –
as long as it does not appear to be an endorsement
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Termination
• Term should be over when the parties are finished
• Termination by institution for subject health or safety
• Termination or suspension by Sponsor for convenience
• By Sponsor immediately upon notice
• By institution – not standard

• Post-termination obligations of site
•
•
•
•

Transition subjects out of trial
Follow up testing and data reporting
Return Sponsor property
Payments by Sponsor, return of advance payments not earned

• Impact of COVID-19 (e.g. supply chain disruption, inability to collect
study data due to safety risks to subjects or lack of site personnel) on
suspension, termination, refunds
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BEST PRACTICES FOR EFFECTIVE CTA NEGOTIATION
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Plan and prepare
• Ensure you have a firm command of what you’re asking for and why
• You must be able to articulate the reasoning for your “ask”

• Anticipate counter arguments
• Consider provisions from the other party’s perspective and be prepared to
respond to their counter arguments, particularly for controversial provisions
like indemnification and subject injury

• Set negotiation parameters in advance
• Set your floor and your ceiling for various “asks” before you start the
negotiation process

• Engage key stakeholders from the outset of negotiations
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Plan and prepare - due diligence
• Sponsors should ask the following:
• Who is performing the trial?
• Who employs the investigators, medical staff and personnel?
• Where will the procedure or administration take place? University?
Hospital? Practice?
• Where will follow-up visits occur?
• Where is data stored?
• Who maintains insurance for all personnel and entities involved?
• Who is the payee?
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Plan and prepare - due diligence
• Sites and Sponsors should check preamble against signature block
• Sites should check insurance coverage for personnel and facilities
involved
• Sponsors can check HIPAA authorization and budget exhibit payees
for entity names
• Sponsors can search State online database (e.g. “Pennsylvania
business search”)
• Inc., Corporation, LLC, PLLC, etc., matters

• Sponsors can search OPEN PAYMENTS web site
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Avoid protracted negotiations by steering clear of
common timing pitfalls
• Create standardized language that can be customized as necessary
• When possible, use previous negotiations as a starting point
• Have you negotiated with this party before? If so, can you use language
you’ve previously agreed to?

• Consider master CTAs to the extent appropriate

• If you regularly contract with a specific party, a master CTA may be a useful
tool

• If possible, arrange for the IRB to review the protocol prior to or
simultaneously with CTA negotiations
• Don’t wait until the CTA is finalized to start the budget
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Negotiating Tips
• Start with a good template
• Work in track changes
• When sending draft back to other party, explain if you accepted
changes (but run redline anyway when you receive markup)
• Add explanatory comments in balloons and be respectful
• Do not try to win every point
• Minimize red ink
• Have a phone call after 1-2 exchanges of drafts
• Person with decision-making authority on the call
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Ensure consistency throughout the CTA and
among related trial documents
• Confirm CTA provisions do not conflict with or contradict each other
• Common example: use of data section vs. publication section

• The CTA does not exist in a vacuum – ensure the CTA is consistent
with all related documents
• Informed consent documents
• HIPAA Authorizations
• Pre-existing CDAs
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